Virtual Event

Tuesday, November 15, 2022

12:00PM – 1:00PM

SETTING UP FOR SUCCESS: LAYING THE GROUNDWORK FOR RESOLUTION
IN MEDIATION
1 hour participatory MCLE Credit
No-cost, free event
Program Description
In this program, you will learn about:





When to mediate & how to propose mediation to opposing counsel
Briefing & document preparation – what you need to get and when
Pre mediation calls
Post mediation – what are my options now?

About the Speakers
Geri Green, Esq. is a certified mediator, arbitrator, and referee with ADR Services, Inc., highly skilled and experienced in
both facilitative and evaluative dispute resolution styles. She provides face-to-face, virtual, and asynchronistic neutral
services, specializing in complex high-conflict matters, with expertise in cross-cultural and cross-border disputes. In
addition to three decades of courtroom experience, she has extensive training in crisis intervention, trauma, restorative
justice, cross-cultural competence, and harm reduction, and is also a scholar of evidence and international law. As an
ADR professional, she has drawn upon her courtroom experience, academic background, and extensive training, along
with her real-world business proficiency, to successfully resolve over 500 disputes. Ms. Green is known for her
attentiveness to detail and her ability to break down complex legal issues and highly charged matters into manageable
pieces.
Steven A. Block, Esq. is a highly experienced mediator, arbitrator, special master, and referee. Since 2003, he has
handled hundreds of disputes as a neutral spanning the full spectrum of civil litigation, including business, partition
matters, employment law, family law, products liability, personal injury, medical malpractice, real estate, partnership
dissolutions, premises liability, and uninsured motorist claims. Prior to joining ADR Services, Inc., Mr. Block spent 43
years as a trial lawyer and civil litigator. Through his extensive trial and dispute resolution experience, Mr. Block has
developed a broad working knowledge of the complex issues that often present in ADR proceedings. He draws upon his
intimate understanding of the challenges, risks, and benefits associated with trial in order to present the parties at
mediation with realistic and cost-effective alternatives. His down-to-earth demeanor and legal acumen have earned him
the respect of counsel and clients alike, leading to the resolution of numerous disputes.

Advance registration required: register via Eventbrite by noon the day of the program to receive a link.

